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Abstract.Micro-texture evolvement mechanism of AZ31 magnesium alloy
during compressing deformation had been studied in situ tracking method
by EBSD(Electron backscatter diffraction). The micro-texture at same
observation areas, which compressed three times continually at different
deformation degree, had been investigated. The results presented that the
micro-texture of AZ31 magnesium alloy rolling state is typical (0001)
basic texture. When deformation degree was 11% and the temperature was
170ć, grains orientation changed remarkably, and most grains had been
twined fully and little grains twined partially. The initial basical rolling
texture weakened gradually, and twined grains tropism accorded with
60°/  10 1 0 ! and 86.3°/ 

1 2 1 0 ! orientation.

1. Introduction
Microstructure of Magnesium alloys is hcp crystal structure, and it has a strong
tendency of texture and anisotropy. Deformation mechanism of AZ31 Magnesium alloy is
slip and twinning[1]. The cylindrical sliding and compression twin is main mechanism in
the process of deformation[2-3]. AZ31 Magnesium alloy sheet, which rolled at temperature
300ć, presented large amounts of twin structure. Twins gradually disappeared and
equiaxed grains appeared after annealing treatment[4]. Internal stress which occurred in
twins related to surrounding stress field[5]. The main deformation mechanism of hot rolled
AZ31B magnesium alloy sheet is basal slip, and it’s easy to form single texture. The main
deformation mechanism of cold rolled is the basal slip and extension twinning, and bimodal
basal texture tilted to the rolling direction[6]. Asynchronous rolling can reduce the intensity
of base texture of Mg alloy[7-8]. Grains misorientation angle which corresponded with base
texture of AZ31 magnesium alloy is less than 30°, and grain misorientation distributed
uniform and there was more small angle grain boundary, and grain size distributed uniform
and was not easy to grow up[9]. The formability of the sheet will be improved by reducing
the intensity of the base texture[10]. The twin types of magnesium during compression
deformation included extension twin, and compression twin and secondary twin[11]. The
mechanical property tests present that the activity of {1012}< 1011> twinning effected
significantly on the yield stress and elongation rate in during compression[12].
Asynchronous rolling can decrease significantly the dynamic recrystallization temperature
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of AZ31 magnesium alloy, making grain refine and improve the low temperature rolling
forming ability. Magnesium alloy sheet of 0.7 mm thickness had been manufactured
without intermediate annealing. At the same time, the basal texture had been weakened by
asynchronous rolling obviously, but the basal texture intensity does not monotonically
decrease with the increasing of speed ratio[13]. The texture can be altered by changing
deformation technology, and adding rare elements to weaken and randomize the texture of
magnesium alloy is another important way[14].

2. Experiments
The experimental material was AZ31(Mg-3%Al-1%Zn0.5%Mn) magnesium alloy sheet,
which was produced by rolling process and then annealed at 400ć for 3h. Compressing
deformation was finished by thermal simulator (Gleeble 3500). Compressing deformation
temperature was 170ć, and strain rate was 0.1mm/min, and compression ratio was 11%,
17% and 23%, respectively.

3. Analysis of Orientation Maps of Twined Grains
The grain orientation maps of twined grains on the same area after compressed
deformation (compression ratio was 0%, 11%, 17% and 23%, respectively.) are shown as
Fig.1. When the compression ratio was 23%, the EBSD indexing rate was below 55%.
In order to track and analyze the variation of grain orientation with the deformation, 15
grains are selected, which are numbered from 1 to 15. The results show that almost all of
the grains orientation change after the first compression (compression ratio being 11%) and
the majority of them appear completely twin, such as grains of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7. Only a
few of them turn up partly twin, such as grains 12 and 15.

(b)

(a)
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(d)

(c)

Fig.1 Grain orientation maps of twined grains by EBSD. (a, initial state; b, compression ratio 11%; c,
compression ratio 17%; d, compression ratio 23%.)

4. Analysis of Pole and Inverse Pole
In order to analyze the variation of texture of AZ31 magnesium alloy with different
compression degree, the pole maps of AZ31 magnesium alloy are shown as Fig.2. Each
group map includes (0001) and (1010) pole figures. The typical rolling deformation
texture before compression was shown as Fig.2a. Most c axis of grains is perpendicular
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with rolling direction. With the process of deformation, the basic texture begins to disappear.
The reason was that most of grains appeared extension twins. The grain orientation turned
86.3° around  1120 ! axis. But there is no obvious variation when the compression ratio
was from 11% to 23%. The reason may be that the slip systems begin to start-up at high
temperature when strain is large enough.
The inverse pole maps are shown as Fig.3. The compression axis is perpendicular with
the c axis in ND direction (normal direction) before deformation. After three consecutive
compressions, the compression axis is perpendicular with c axis in RD direction(rolling
direction), and texture intensity increased. The reason was that most of grains appeared
extension twins.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig.2 Pole maps ((a, initial state; b, compression ratio 11%; c, compression ratio 17%; d, compression
ratio 23%.)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig.3 Inverse pole maps (a, initial state; b, compression ratio 11%; c, compression ratio 17%; d,
compression ratio 23%.)

5. Misorientation Angle and Rotation Axis Distribution
The distribution of orientation angle˄5°-90°˅and rotation axis was shown as Fig.4. With
the increasing of compression ratio, the frequency of misorientation angle significantly
reduces at the range of 15°-35° and 50°-60°. And when misorientation angle was at the
range of 80°-90°, the frequency of misorientation angle increased firstly and then reduces.
When misorientation angle was at the range of 15°-35°, the rotation axis distributes
diffused between  1210 ! and  0110 ! . When misorientation angle was at the range
of 50°-60°, the rotation axis mainly concentrated around  0110 ! , which was in
agreement with the orientation 60°/  1010 ! (deviation of ±5°) of the extension twin.
When misorientation angle was at the range of 80°-90°, the rotation axis mainly
concentrates around

 1210 ! , which was in agreement with the orientation

86.3°/  1210 ! (deviation of ±5°) of extension twin. The results show that there are
obvious extension twin during compression deformation.

(a)

(b)
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(d)

(c)

Fig.4 Misorientation angle and rotation axis distribution(a, initial state; b, compression ratio 11%; c,
compression ratio 17%; d, compression ratio 23%.)

6. Conclusions
(1) For AZ31 magnesium alloy sheet of rolled state, micro-texture was typical (0001)
basic texture. When compression ratio was 11% and deformation temperature was 170ć,
the grain orientation changed significantly, and most of grains twined completely, a little
grains twined partially, and the initial basal rolling texture weakened gradually.
(2) When misorientation angle was at the range of 50°-60°, the rotation axis mainly
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concentrated around

 0110 ! , which was in agreement with the orientation

60°/  1010 ! (deviation of ±5°) of the extension twin. When misorientation angle was at
the range of 80°-90°, the rotation axis mainly concentrates around  1210 ! , which was
in agreement with the orientation 86.3°/  1210 ! (deviation of ±5°) of extension twin.
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